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QuickStand

Section 1: Screen Design                                               
1.1 What is it for? 

The QuickStand 5-Second Series
projection screen. Its portable design makes it ideal for conference rooms and large 
venue presentations on the go. It uses Elite’s 
with wide diffusion uniformity and
added durability during heavy travel and regular venue applications.

1.2 How does it work? 
Other large screens may require more than a half hour to assemble, attach the material 
and adjust to the right height. 
utilizes an innovative dual cross spring mechanism that allows it to be set up in as little as 
5-seconds. 

Section 2: Product Features                                            
2.1   Characteristics 
Screen Material  

 MaxWhite™ Fiberglass ensures flat projection surface
 180° wide diffusion viewing angle for large audiences
 Black masking borders enhance picture contrast
 Black-backing eliminates light penetration
 Flame Retardant: Complies with NFPA 701 St
 4K Ultra HD and Active 3D ready

Design and Installation 
 Built-in ATA stage case design for professional road crews or casual presentations
 Fast-operating portable presentation screen quickly sets up in seconds
 Free-standing large event screen does 
 Wheeled for quick mobility and includes handles
 Drape Kit included for enhanced aesthetic

Quality and Reliability 
 Screen is encased in a durable aluminum stage case
 Dual-scissor support system
 GREENGUARD® & GREENGUARD® 
 Standard 2-year premium warranty
 3-year ENR-G warranty for Education, Non

Organizations 
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QuickStand 5-Second Series 

n                                               
Second Series is a large-sized free-standing portable “pull

projection screen. Its portable design makes it ideal for conference rooms and large 
venue presentations on the go. It uses Elite’s MaxWhite™ Fiberglass 1.1 Gain material 
with wide diffusion uniformity and is encased in an ATA wheeled aluminum stage case for 
added durability during heavy travel and regular venue applications. 
Other large screens may require more than a half hour to assemble, attach the material 

ht. The QS 5-Second screen’s primary advantage is speed. It 
utilizes an innovative dual cross spring mechanism that allows it to be set up in as little as 

                                            

Fiberglass ensures flat projection surface 
180° wide diffusion viewing angle for large audiences 
Black masking borders enhance picture contrast 

backing eliminates light penetration 
Flame Retardant: Complies with NFPA 701 Standards 
4K Ultra HD and Active 3D ready 

in ATA stage case design for professional road crews or casual presentations
operating portable presentation screen quickly sets up in seconds 
standing large event screen does not require additional support 

Wheeled for quick mobility and includes handles 
Drape Kit included for enhanced aesthetic 
Screen is encased in a durable aluminum stage case 

scissor support system 
& GREENGUARD® Gold Certified 

year premium warranty 
G warranty for Education, Non-Profit, Religious, and Government 
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n                                                
standing portable “pull-up” 

projection screen. Its portable design makes it ideal for conference rooms and large 
Fiberglass 1.1 Gain material 

is encased in an ATA wheeled aluminum stage case for 

Other large screens may require more than a half hour to assemble, attach the material 
screen’s primary advantage is speed. It 

utilizes an innovative dual cross spring mechanism that allows it to be set up in as little as 
                                             

in ATA stage case design for professional road crews or casual presentations 

Profit, Religious, and Government 
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2.2   Certifications 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2   Model Numbers 

Model 
Numbers 

Diagonal 
Size 

Aspect 
Ratio 

Viewing 
Height 

(in) 
Viewing 

QS150HD 150" 16:9 73.6 
QS180HD 180" 16:9 88.3 
QS163VD 163” 16:9 97.8 

 
Section 3: Screen Material Specifications
3.1 Characteristics 
Fiber Glass Front Projection Screen Material
MaxWhite™FG is fiber glass backed for added 
stiffness which provides the flattest possible 
non-tensioned screen surface with universal 
applications. This material provides wide 
viewing uniform diffusion while giving precise 
definition, color reproduction and black & 
white contrast. The screen surface has 
black-backing to eliminate light penetration, is 
mildew resistant and washable with mild soap and water. 
 
*Manufacturer tips: This is an enhanced matte white product for higher end DLP/LCD 
projectors suitable for commercial or residential presentations. 
material is 1.1 and has a viewing angle of 180 degrees.
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Viewing 
Width 

(in) 
Screen 

Material Gain Case 
Color 

N.W. 
(lbs) 

G. W. 

130.7 MaxWhite™ 
FG 1.1 Black 147.71 163.14

156.9 MaxWhite™ 
FG 1.1 Black 160.94 

130.4 MaxWhite™ 
FG 1.1 Black 147.49 164.13

3: Screen Material Specifications                                   
Fiber Glass Front Projection Screen Material 

is fiber glass backed for added 
stiffness which provides the flattest possible 

tensioned screen surface with universal 
applications. This material provides wide 
viewing uniform diffusion while giving precise 
definition, color reproduction and black & 
white contrast. The screen surface has 

backing to eliminate light penetration, is 
mildew resistant and washable with mild soap and water.  

: This is an enhanced matte white product for higher end DLP/LCD 
mercial or residential presentations.  The gain on this 

material is 1.1 and has a viewing angle of 180 degrees. 
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G. W. 
(lbs) 

Packaging Dims. 
(LxWxH) 

163.14 143.1"x11.8"x11.8" 

179.9 171.6"x11.8"x11.8" 

164.13 142.5"x11.4"x11.4" 

                                    

: This is an enhanced matte white product for higher end DLP/LCD 
The gain on this 
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Features & Benefits 
 Gain: 1.1 
 Viewing Angle: 180° (90 ± LR)
 Fiberglass backing with black backing
 Multi-layer weave with textured surface
 Surface can be cleaned with mild soap and water
 Flame Retardant: Complies with NFPA 701 Standards
 Mildew Resistant 
 Active 3D and 4K Ultra HD ready
 GREENGUARD®& GREENGUARD

 
Specifications 
Thickness 
Weight 
Maximum Height 
On-axis Gain 
Half-Gain Angle 

 
3.2  Gain and Viewing Angle Chart
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(90 ± LR) 
Fiberglass backing with black backing 

layer weave with textured surface 
Surface can be cleaned with mild soap and water 

: Complies with NFPA 701 Standards 
Active 3D and 4K Ultra HD ready 
GREENGUARD®& GREENGUARD® Gold Certified 

 
0.34 mm (0.013”) 
523 g/m2 

3.2 M (10 ft) 
1.1 
Does not reach half gain 

Gain and Viewing Angle Chart 
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Section 4: Execution                                                 
4.1   Cautionary Notes 
1. Dust, dirt and scratches on the projection surface will affect the picture quality, please take 
note of the points below to prevent that from occurring

 Do not touch the projection surface with your hands
 Do not write or draw on the projection surface
 Do not use fingers or sharp objects to point on the projection surface; this will damage the 

screen material. 
 Use a soft-damp clothto clean the projection surface; do not use chemical cleaning agents or 

alcohol.  
 Use clean water when dampening the cleaning cl

clean it. 
2. To avoid damage and injury, the screen should only be operated by adults
 
4.2   Submittals 
 

When unpacking the screen, check that all
 

Parts List 
A. Horizontal SupportBar x2 
 
 
 

Note: The parts list above is subject to change without notice.
 
 
4.3 Installation 

Opening the case 
1. Begin by unlocking the four locks by turning them counter
2. Then open up the case making sure the left and right hinges are fully extended.
3. Install the Top Cover Foot (D) 
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Dust, dirt and scratches on the projection surface will affect the picture quality, please take 

note of the points below to prevent that from occurring: 
Do not touch the projection surface with your hands 
Do not write or draw on the projection surface 

not use fingers or sharp objects to point on the projection surface; this will damage the 

damp clothto clean the projection surface; do not use chemical cleaning agents or 

Use clean water when dampening the cleaning cloth and do not rub against the material to 

To avoid damage and injury, the screen should only be operated by adults. 

When unpacking the screen, check that all parts are included 

B. Vertical Support T-Bar 
x3 

C. Drape x2 D. Top Cover Foot

Note: The parts list above is subject to change without notice. 

1. Begin by unlocking the four locks by turning them counter-clockwise.  
open up the case making sure the left and right hinges are fully extended. 

 on the Left and Right side as shown below. 
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Dust, dirt and scratches on the projection surface will affect the picture quality, please take 

not use fingers or sharp objects to point on the projection surface; this will damage the 

damp clothto clean the projection surface; do not use chemical cleaning agents or 

oth and do not rub against the material to 

D. Top Cover Foot 
x2  
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Drape Kit Installation 
1. Once the case has been opened,
2. Insert theVertical Support T-Bar
 
 
 
 

 
3. Connect the Horizontal Support Bar (A)
4. Then, attach the Drape (C) to the Velcro on the
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

2 1 

1

3
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1. Once the case has been opened, you will find the Drape Kit inside the top cover. 
Bar(B)into each slot inside the case. 

Horizontal Support Bar (A)to theVertical Support T-Bar(B). 
to the Velcro on the Horizontal Support Bar (A). 

 

2

4
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3 

4 
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How to Raise the QuickStand 5
Caution: 

 Two-man operation is required.
 Always pull and push evenly simultaneouslyon both scissors. Failure to do so will 

damage the screen and is not covered under warranty.
 
Step 1. Grasp the lifting handles and raise the screen to the highest possible level. This will 
cause the (scissor-spring) supports to expand for step
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Step 2. Once the scissor springs have deployed, 
continue raising the screen and far as you can reach or the desired height
*Maintain the alignment of both scissor supports while raising or lowering the screen.
 
Step 3: If full elevation is required, grasp the
continue lifting until you have reached the 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 

Lift up and push a1 a2 and b1b2

2 
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QuickStand 5-Second screen 

man operation is required. 
Always pull and push evenly simultaneouslyon both scissors. Failure to do so will 

and is not covered under warranty. 

Grasp the lifting handles and raise the screen to the highest possible level. This will 
spring) supports to expand for step 2. 

. Once the scissor springs have deployed, grasp the diagonal spans (a1 a2 b1 b2
and far as you can reach or the desired height.  

*Maintain the alignment of both scissor supports while raising or lowering the screen.

: If full elevation is required, grasp the lower set of diagonal spans (a3 a4 b3 b4
continue lifting until you have reached the full height. 

b1b2 Push up by squeezinga3 a4 and

3 
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Always pull and push evenly simultaneouslyon both scissors. Failure to do so will 

Grasp the lifting handles and raise the screen to the highest possible level. This will 

a1 a2 b1 b2) and 

*Maintain the alignment of both scissor supports while raising or lowering the screen. 

a3 a4 b3 b4) and 

andb3 b4 
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How to lower Quick Stage Screen
Step 1: Grasping the lower spans of the (scissor) support, gently bring the screen down while 
maintaining the alignment of both supports.
 
Step 2: Continue lowering while using a “hand
top handles can be reached. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step 3: Ease material down until it is fully retracted and firmly bound around the roller. Close the 
casing lid and secure the locks. 

 
How to move the screen
The QuickStand 5-Second Series offers two ways to be move the screen
 
1.) Lift the screen by the handles 
2.) Pick up the screen from the handle and roll it with the built
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Note: 
Always close the screens and store it inside 
the life of the product and protect the material for best presentation results.

Pull down a5 a6 b5 b6

 

1 

1 
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How to lower Quick Stage Screen 
: Grasping the lower spans of the (scissor) support, gently bring the screen down while 

maintaining the alignment of both supports. 

: Continue lowering while using a “hand-over-hand” method on the diagonal spans until 

: Ease material down until it is fully retracted and firmly bound around the roller. Close the 
 

How to move the screen 
Second Series offers two ways to be move the screen. 

handles and move it to its desired location. 
2.) Pick up the screen from the handle and roll it with the built-in wheels to the desired location.

 

Always close the screens and store it inside the box when not in use. This will prolong 
the life of the product and protect the material for best presentation results.

a5 a6 b5 b6 and then pull down again a7 a8, b7 b8 

2 

2 
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: Grasping the lower spans of the (scissor) support, gently bring the screen down while 

hand” method on the diagonal spans until the 

: Ease material down until it is fully retracted and firmly bound around the roller. Close the 

in wheels to the desired location. 

This will prolong 
the life of the product and protect the material for best presentation results. 
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Section 5: Product Specifications 
5.1  Dimensions 

Unit: mm 

Models Nominal 
Diagonal 

Aspect 
Ratio 

Case 
Length 

(A) 

Screen 
Width 
(A1) 

QS163VD  163" 4:3 3525 3412 
QS150HD 150" 16:9 3525 3421 
QS180HD 180" 16:9 4240 4085 
QS154XD 154" 16:10 3525 3417 
QS185XD 185" 16:10 4240 4085 

Unit: Inches 

Models Nominal 
Diagonal 

Aspect 
Ratio 

Case 
Length 

(A) 

Screen 
Width 
(A1) 

QS163VD  163" 4:3 138.8 134.3 
QS150HD 150" 16:9 138.8 134.7 
QS180HD 180" 16:9 166.9 160.8 
QS154XD 154" 16:10 138.8 134.5 
QS185XD 185" 16:10 166.9 160.8 

*Measurement dimensions are intended as a reference only and subject to change without notice. Note: Data Error may be 
5.2  Drawings 
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Specifications                                          

Screen 
Width 

 

View 
Width 
(A2) 

A3 Top Bar 
(A4) A5 A6 

Overall 
Height 

(B) 
 3312 50 3415 1850 1560 3303 
 3321 50 3451 1850 1560 3303 
 3985 50 4115 2140 2050 3347 
 3317 50 3451 1850 1560 3303 
 3985 50 4115 2140 2050 3347 

Screen 
Width 

 

View 
Width 
(A2) 

A3 Top Bar 
(A4) A5 A6 

Overall 
Height 

(B) 
 130.4 2.0 134.4 72.8 61.4 130.0 
 130.7 2.0 135.9 72.8 61.4 130.0 
 156.9 2.0 162.0 84.3 80.7 131.8 
 130.6 2.0 135.9 72.8 61.4 130.0 
 156.9 2.0 162.0 84.3 80.7 131.8 

nsions are intended as a reference only and subject to change without notice. Note: Data Error may be 
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Bottom 
Border 

(B1) 
B2 B3 B4 

610 2484 120 594 
1219 1868 120 1265 
889 2242 120 915 

1016 2073 120 1060 
635 2490 120 665 

Bottom 
Border 

(B1) 
B2 B3 B4 

24.0 97.8 4.7 23.4 
48.0 73.5 4.7 49.8 
35.0 88.3 4.7 36.0 
40.0 81.6 4.7 41.7 
25.0 98.0 4.7 26.2 

nsions are intended as a reference only and subject to change without notice. Note: Data Error may be ± 1” 
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5.3   Pictures 
QuickStand 5-Second Series Sizes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Case – Opened 

Case – Closed  
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Dual Scissor Support Mechanism 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Roller Close-up 
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QuickStand 5-Second in Ballroom setting

 
QuickStand 5-Second in Outdoor setting
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Second in Ballroom setting 

Second in Outdoor setting 
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Section 6: About Elite Screens
6.1  Company Description 
Elite Screens Inc. is a California based company that specializes in making quality commercial 
and home-theater projection screens for the retail and custom install sales channels. Our 
company began as an innovative venture into the projectio
from the AV/IT industry. Elite Screens quickly established itself as an entry level commercial 
and home theater screen manufacturer. This was accomplished by making a quality product 
cost effective with a focus on mass
most commonly preferred by AV customers in general. We focused on uniformity with what 
would match the mainstream demographic while including extra features that are not usually 
included by other manufacturers. In time, we progressed from just retail sales into the realm of 
custom installer/integrator manufacture as our numerous reviews and awards will attest. We 
stand behind our product and are so certain of customer satisfaction with the quality o
product that we offer a 2-year manufacturer's warranty which is twice the industry standard.

 
In our continued devotion to excellence in products and service, we are committed to 
implementing green practices with our production. We have adopted manuf
that promote conservative regulation of our energy needs. Our simple product designs 
combined with the expertise of our permanent staff ensures that our entire line of products are 
made by experienced hands devoted to the high standards of
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Section 6: About Elite Screens                                          
is a California based company that specializes in making quality commercial 

theater projection screens for the retail and custom install sales channels. Our 
company began as an innovative venture into the projection market by manufacturing veterans 
from the AV/IT industry. Elite Screens quickly established itself as an entry level commercial 
and home theater screen manufacturer. This was accomplished by making a quality product 
cost effective with a focus on mass-producing screen material, sizes and aspect ratios that were 
most commonly preferred by AV customers in general. We focused on uniformity with what 
would match the mainstream demographic while including extra features that are not usually 

anufacturers. In time, we progressed from just retail sales into the realm of 
custom installer/integrator manufacture as our numerous reviews and awards will attest. We 
stand behind our product and are so certain of customer satisfaction with the quality o

year manufacturer's warranty which is twice the industry standard.
In our continued devotion to excellence in products and service, we are committed to 
implementing green practices with our production. We have adopted manufacturing methods 
that promote conservative regulation of our energy needs. Our simple product designs 
combined with the expertise of our permanent staff ensures that our entire line of products are 
made by experienced hands devoted to the high standards of today’s audio-video consumer.

### 
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is a California based company that specializes in making quality commercial 
theater projection screens for the retail and custom install sales channels. Our 

n market by manufacturing veterans 
from the AV/IT industry. Elite Screens quickly established itself as an entry level commercial 
and home theater screen manufacturer. This was accomplished by making a quality product 

oducing screen material, sizes and aspect ratios that were 
most commonly preferred by AV customers in general. We focused on uniformity with what 
would match the mainstream demographic while including extra features that are not usually 

anufacturers. In time, we progressed from just retail sales into the realm of 
custom installer/integrator manufacture as our numerous reviews and awards will attest. We 
stand behind our product and are so certain of customer satisfaction with the quality of our 

year manufacturer's warranty which is twice the industry standard. 
In our continued devotion to excellence in products and service, we are committed to 

acturing methods 
that promote conservative regulation of our energy needs. Our simple product designs 
combined with the expertise of our permanent staff ensures that our entire line of products are 

video consumer. 


